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Abstract
Trees are being burned, degraded, and logged at astonishing rates. 80% of the world’s forests are
already destroyed. It is estimated that within 100 years there will be no rainforests left. Urbanization,
Mining, Fires, Logging, and Agricultural activities are all to blame for this destruction (Vidal 2017).
The first step in solving this problem is to raise awareness. Each tree is unique, and every tree has an
interesting story to tell. When people realize this and start building a personal connection with the trees
around them, they will naturally develop a protective instinct towards the trees they like. The goal of this
thesis is to help the user build a connection with the trees around them by providing information such as
type, size, history, and species name. If we can show the user a unique and interesting story about each
tree, it will go a long way in engaging them in tree preservation.

The app starts off by suggesting a list of trees nearby and directing the user to the tree. The user adds
the tree to the app’s database by taking pictures of the leaf, bark, and the whole tree. With the help of
image recognition technology, the app identifies the tree. The app then provides information about the
identified tree such as the tree’s name, height, age, location, previous visitors, history and other
interesting facts about that tree. This makes the user realize that each tree has a unique story to tell
which will help them create a personal connection with the tree.

This app is a fun way to learn about trees as the app introduces the concept of birds, seeds, and nests.
In addition to providing information and helping users connect to trees, the app also encourages the user
to take action. When the user has visited a specific number of trees, he/she will be eligible to send
donations to plant a real tree through a third-party tree planting organization. So, not only does the app
raise awareness of the importance of trees, but it also motivates users to be responsible and protect all
existing trees and gives them the means to plant real physical trees on earth. Thus, through the app the
user is causing real, measurable, positive change in the real world.

Keywords
Mobile app, tree identification, image recognition, user interface visual design, connection, tree facts,
Visual recognition.
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Introduction
Forests cover 30% of the land area on our planet. They produce vital oxygen and provide homes for
people and wildlife. 1.6 billion people rely on benefits trees offer, including food, fresh water, clothing,
traditional medicine, and shelter. In one year, an acre of mature trees can provide enough oxygen for 18
people. (Cesareo n.d.)

Problem Statement
But trees around the world are under threat from deforestation, jeopardizing these benefits. One and a
half acres of forest are cut down every second. 80% of the world's forests are already destroyed because
of deforestation. (Vidal 2017) The world’s rain forests could completely vanish in a hundred years at the
current rate of deforestation. Trees also play a critical role in absorbing the greenhouse gases that fuel
global warming. Fewer forests means larger amounts of greenhouse gases entering the atmosphere—
and increased speed and severity of global warming. (Cesareo n.d.) Deforestation impacts people’s
livelihoods and threatens a wide range of plant and animal species. This problem will exist until people
realize the importance of each tree in the society.

This can be solved when people feel more connected to each tree by learning its name, age, history,
benefits the tree provides, and other interesting facts about each tree. When the user learns about all this
captivating information about each tree, it will help them realize that trees are not just part of the scenery
but much more. When they start thinking of trees as interesting and unique, then they will automatically
establish a connection with each tree. Once the connection is established, they will tend to protect trees
to the greatest extent. Several studies have found similar effects in advertising in that consumers who
have an emotional connection with brands tend to remain loyal to the brand. “Organizations are already
prioritizing emotional connections. People need to feel connected to the brand and connecting
emotionally with customers is a top priority…” (Buvat 2017).

Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to help establish a connection between the app’s users and trees
by providing interesting information like name, age, history, and benefits that the tree provides, like fruits it
bears, the shelter it provides to animals, and any medicinal properties it may have. The secondary goal of
this app is also to make it interesting and fun to use. The user will enjoy learning the information about
each tree only when the app is fun and engaging. To achieve this, the app uses gamification and
incentives to create a fun experience. The end-result of this thesis will be an app that is fun to use yet
helps in solving the real-world problem of deforestation.
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Context
This thesis hopes to build an emotional connection between the app’s users and the trees around them.
Advertising uses the same approach by encouraging consumers to buy a product by building an
emotional connection between the consumers and the product. (Buvat 2017) Therefore, this thesis
focuses on four main objectives on creating awareness to protect trees against deforestation: Creating a
smooth experience in finding the tree with current technology, Communicating the importance of each
trees and connecting with them, Engaging users by creating a fun experience in learning about trees, and
Motivating the user to identify and learn about more trees through incentives.

Mobile application for creating awareness
Mobile applications have become extremely popular in the last few years. “Current records show
approximately 3 billion people worldwide own a smartphone. Delve a little deeper and we see that those
of us aged 25 and over use our smartphones around 265 times a day.” (Sinnott 2018). This wide usage of
mobile applications has the potential to lead to new innovations, ideas, and exciting developments. That
is why a mobile application was chosen for this thesis as the right platform to create awareness in
protecting the trees against deforestation. Modern mobile phones are carried everywhere by users and
are equipped with extremely high resolution cameras. The phones are also extremely powerful computers
capable of running image recognition technology to identify various plant characteristics. In addition to
this, they are also useful in gathering data. For example, if a user takes a photo of a maple leaf. Not only
can we identify the tree, but also now learn that maple trees grow in that area (with GPS) and in that
climate (with weather information).

Visual recognition to identify trees
Rapid advances in cellphone hardware are also driving factors in choosing to design a mobile application
for this thesis. In addition to the high-quality camera, location tracker with GPS, cell phones provide other
amazing features like face recognition, visual recognition and so on. Newer Apple phones even use face
identification for security. Snapchat too uses computer vision to recognize your face. Similarly, the
application in this thesis uses visual recognition to identify the species of the tree. The application
processes the image of the leaf, bark, and the whole tree, and with visual and pattern recognition
technology identifies the species of the tree. A similar approach is used in the Leafsnap application which
uses visual recognition techniques to help identify tree species from photographs of their leaves. (N.
Kumar 2012)
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Gamification and Incentive
Providing incentives is necessary to motivate the user to use the application. “People are like objects; they
have a certain inertia that needs to be overcome for them to move” (Miles 2017) This application introduces
gamification and reward points to motivate the user to identify and learn about more trees. “For tasks
where users might lack the motivation to act, game elements can provide additional motivation to
encourage engagement. Game elements can encourage action from users who might otherwise lack
sufficient intrinsic motivation to commit to the goal of, for example, learning a new language or exercising
regularly”. (Miles 2017) Whenever a tree is added, the user receives points. Points serve as indicators of
achievement and progress. With the acquired points, they get more benefits when using the application.
The app has a lot of similarities with the extremely popular Pokemon Go game. (Statt 2018) Both games
have the concept of collecting animals/trees, and both have a feature where you compete against other
users. In Pokemon Go, you compete by visiting locations and battling other users. In Trefolio(Figure 1),
you compete by visiting trees more often and building nests. Pokemon battles become easier as the user
collects more Pokemon and gain experience. In Trefolio, building nests become easier as you visit more
trees. These gamification features will motivate users to visit as many trees as possible and therefore
donate to as many real trees as possible.

Figure 1. A page from Trēfolio app
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Design Process
First, I listed out all the questions that were required for this thesis. Research, interviews, and competitive
analysis were done to answer these. When I received answers for all these questions, persona was built
based on the target audience, the goals, and characteristics. Following that, I created a flowchart to
understand the basic structure of the app. After figuring out the basic structure of the app, I started
drawing a rough pencil sketch of the app. I started designing the final visual designs after finalizing the
color and type choice. User testing was conducted simultaneously during the design phase. The app was
ideated several times based on the user testing received. User testing was helpful to shape the project to
go in the right direction.

Research
The first question I had when starting my initial brainstorming session was “Does providing information
about each tree create a connection between the user and the tree?”
To find the answer, I conducted extensive research on how these connections can be made. I found that
the advertising industry uses story telling as a powerful tool to connect with the audience. Emotional
advertising strategies are used everywhere to make the audience to take action. An example of this is
can be seen in UNICEF posters. (UNICEF 1980) These ad convinces you to donate to UNICEF by
appealing to your emotions about the child. Similarly, this thesis tries to develop a connection between
the users and the trees and appeals to those emotions to persuade users to protect trees.

“Stories are a great medium to express your views, impress people, and make a human connection with
them. We, humans, are social creatures and we are attracted to stories. Everyone has a story
and everyone loves a great story. It gives us a reason to communicate and engage. 90% of our purchasing
decisions are influenced by emotions. So, it is very critical to engage with buyers online. You can
only connect with your buyer’s emotional sense with compelling photos or visuals, an interesting product
description, and an attractive but genuine story.” (P. Kumar 2018)

Thus, from this research I identified that when the user learns the story about each tree, they develop a
personal connection with it, which is similar to the emotional branding in the advertising. This will motivate
them to protect the tree against deforestation.

Interviews
The second question I had was “What kind of information will the user be interested in learning?”
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To understand this, an interview was conducted with 8 people to learn what might motivate them to use
this app and what are the interesting facts they would like to learn about the trees. Some of the user
comments were:
“I want to know the story behind each tree. I’d like to know why was the tree planted, and how
does it help people and also nature. Each tree has some sort of unique story behind it”

“I’d like to know the location of same species of tree all over the world. I want to know how the
same tree is different in tropical countries and other countries. I also wanted to connect the same
species of trees all over the world”

“I’d like to know the medicinal value and other benefits of each tree. I’d like to know the
importance of each tree and how it is useful to humans. Mainly, what kind of benefits the fruits,
seeds, leaves of the tree provide”

“I want to know in which season the tree looks beautiful. I want to know the flower and fruit names
of the tree. I also want to know in which season it has flowers and fruits and at what time period it
looks beautiful.”

As a result of the interviews, I learned what information about the tree interests people the most. Based
on the result, I decided to added information such as an interesting story behind each tree, its age, height,
location, range, and medicinal benefits.

Competitive analysis
The third question I had was “Is it possible to identify the tree with current technology?”. I did some
competitive analysis to find out if any existing app has the same functionality.
The Virginia Tech Tree Identification app can determine your location with elevation to generate a list of
possible species. Users can further narrow the species list by answering a series of very simple tree
attribute questions such as where the plant is growing, leaf shape, leaf arrangement, flower color or fruit
type. (Green 2017)

Botany Buddy is an interactive plant information app that offers helpful information to users. Botany
Buddy not only helps users to identify unknown plants and trees with its 1,300-species-strong database of
both native species and ornamentals, it also suggests suitable plants and trees for various situations that
may confront professional landscapers or homeowners. (Green 2017)
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As a result of my intense competitive analysis, I found that the species of the tree can be identified using
its location, leaf, bark, and shape. Using GPS, the app can find the location of the user and filter the
possible trees that can be found there. Leaves also play an important role in identifying the tree. Leaf
type, shape, appearance, texture and color are all key characteristics for identification. Since leaves tend
to wither away in winter, other attributes such as the texture and pattern of the bark and shape of the tree
are also used.

Persona and Use-cases

Figure 2. Persona one Jennifer Geller (Image Source: Pexels, Pexels.com, 2018)
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Figure 3. Persona two Sam Parker (Image Source: Pexels, Pexels.com, 2018)

The target audience for the trēfolio app is Millennials, more specifically high school and college students.
As millennials use mobile phones a lot and might not know about the problem happening in the world, this
app will be an easy way to raise awareness among them. The target age group is from 16 to 35 years old.
The target location area is all over the United States. Persona was built based on the target audience, the
goals, and characteristics.

Figure 4. Flowchart describing the process of the application
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Flowchart (Figure 9) was created to understand the basic structure of the app. The app starts off by
showing a list of trees nearby. The app stores the information of the tree with its location whenever the
user scans a tree. So, with geo-location, the app tracks the user’s current location and provides the list of
the trees that are added in the app’s database. Then the user can identify the tree type by taking pictures
of the leaf, bark and the whole tree. The app identifies the tree type through image processing and visual
recognition. After identifying the tree, the app provides information about the tree such as age, history,
height, location range, medicinal benefit, and appearance in different seasons. Any users can add, edit,
and view information about a tree. All the trees added can be viewed in the profile page. Every time the
user adds a tree, they get points. With these points, they can send donations to a plant a real tree. The
app partners with third-party tree planting organizations to plant trees in real time. This flowchart
describes the different steps of the flow with the technology specifications and what makes each step
possible.

Design Ideation and Validation
After figuring out the basic structure of the app, I started drawing the rough pencil sketch of the app. As I
know the basic structure of the app, I began sketching out the ideas of different interactions. I came up
with three types of interactions and visual designs for home page, adding the tree, learning about the
tree, and tree collection. I also did a quick user testing of the preliminary designs with 4 students. Each
participant spent only 15 minutes to validate each design. The questions asked were: “How easy is the
interaction?” and “What do you think about the visual style?”.

Figure 1. Phase one pencil sketch
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In the phase one sketch (Figure 10), the screens had tabs to navigate from one page to another. The
interaction of this sketch is to swipe horizontally. This interaction did not work out as it felt complicated to
use and was confusing.

Figure 6. Phase two pencil sketch

Figure 7. Phase two visual designs

The interaction in the phase two (Figure 11, 12) was mostly scrolling vertically. For visual design, I went
with a plain and simple design with fewer colors. Based on my user tests, I found that this design style did
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not work because the use of fewer colors made the application look dull. The interaction was also
confusing for the user as it scrolled the entire page.

Figure 8. Phase three pencil sketch

Figure 9. Phase four visual designs

In the third phase (Figure13, 14), I introduced a button to navigate from page to page. I also tried to make
all the information represented visually and try to reduce the text content as far as possible. The visual
style had a more modern look compared to previous design styles. I also added a lot more colors. The
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colors worked well but the interaction felt complicated and time consuming as there were too many
buttons to click.

Figure 10. Initial color palette and typeface

After this quick user testing of the preliminary ideas, I decided to keep the same color palette (Figure 15)
but changed the interactions of the application to be simpler and easier. Yellow and red was chosen
because the warm colors, such as colors of fire, of fall leaves, and of sunsets and sunrises, and are generally
energizing, passionate, and positive. (Chapman 2010) I decided to use this color in early stage of the design to
give an energetic feel to the app. The initial typeface I used was Roboto. The typeface went well with the color
to increase the positivity and cheerfulness.

Figure 11. Design Ideation on the Golden tree concept
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I also refined the phase three interface a little more and added more details into it. I introduced the
concept called “Golden tree”(Figure 16). The user gets points whenever a tree is added by them. The
golden tree grows based the points collected by the user. When the golden tree is fully grown, the user
can plant a real tree virtually by sending donations. I also made the interaction simple and easy to use.
The pages that had lots of information such as tree height, history, lore, appearance, location range,
medicinal benefits had long scroll to avoid switching pages while reading. I also provided quick navigation
to the content with tabs. Thus, having the long scroll instead of buttons made the interaction much easier.

Figure 12. Initial pages before user testing
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User Testing
User testing was conducted simultaneously during the design phase. The Imagine RIT event was
extremely helpful in this respect. As the primary audience are millennials and young adults, the event was
helpful in finding students doing their undergraduate and graduate degrees to participate in the user
testing. I gave them the prototype and asked them to perform two tasks: scan a tree and know the
medicinal benefit of it, and send a donation to plant a tree virtually. I observed the participants performing
the task to know the user experience of the app and I also asked questions on, how do they feel about
the color palette, and how fun the experience of adding and learning about a tree is.

Figure 13. User testing conducted in Imagine RIT event

Based on the user testing, I observed that the interaction of the app was easier and less complex. The
single scroll was helpful for the user to read the information completely without the distraction of switching
pages. But most of the participants thought the golden tree concept felt disconnected from the app. As
the user had to navigate to a separate page to see the golden tree, it did not feel integrated with the flow.
The users were expecting something that was integrated to the flow of adding and learning about the tree
to make the app a fun experience. The other feedback received was that even though the yellow and red
felt energizing, it did not suit a tree app. One participant in particular quoted that, “the yellow color makes
the app feel dry as it’s the color of fall”. Thus, based on the user testing, I decided to keep the interaction
same, but decided to change the golden tree concept and the color palette.
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Result
I decided to change the color palette to Green as it is a very down-to-earth color. Green can represent new
beginnings and growth. Green has many calming attributes and is more representative of the natural world.
(Chapman 2010) Nunito was used as a typeface for its simplicity and friendliness. Nunito’s rounded
terminals make for a great display font. (Jordan 2015) The UI style of the app was revised using a more
minimalist design to prevent being overwhelming when providing a great deal of information.

Figure 14. Current color palette and typography choice

The user testing helped the thesis proceed in the right path. The application which started out as just a
tree identification app turned into an app for learning the story of trees with a fun experience and
incentives. The design style and UI also changed a lot based on the user testing. The user feedback
helped in addressing needed changes to the application in regards to the look and feel from yellow and
red to a refreshing green gradient with simple and minimalist UI. Thus, the final application achieved the
goal of the thesis by creating connections between the trees and the user by providing interesting
information about the trees. This application also proved to be a fun interactive method to learn about the
story of each tree.
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Based on the design ideation and user testing, the app was revised to better fit the goal of this thesis:
•

Creating a smooth experience in finding the tree

•

Communicating the importance of each trees and connecting with them

•

Engaging users by creating a fun experience in learning about trees

•

Motivating the user to identify and learn about more trees through incentives

Creating a smooth experience in finding the tree

Figure 15. Pages showing list and map view nearby

The app starts off by suggesting a list of trees near the user’s location with both list and map view. The
app also directs the user to the location of the tree. The app will highlight the variety of trees in the user’s
neighborhood. It might also point users to trees that are rare but exist very close to the user.
By giving a list of suggested trees, they will know what they want to do next which helps avoid being stuck
and not knowing what the next steps are. Whenever a tree is added in the app by the user or an
organization, it goes into the database with its location. The application suggests trees based on the
database.
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Figure 16. Pages showing taking picture of leaf, bark, and tree

To find and learn information about the tree, the user performs three simple steps of taking pictures of the
leaf, the bark, and the entire tree. This makes it extremely easy to find and identify any tree that the user
likes. Before the existence of apps like this, finding the type of tree required a person to spend a lot of
time reading books and learning the art of tree identification. This requires dedication and time which not
everyone has. Since nearly everyone today carries a smartphone in their pocket, with this app we have
vastly reduced the amount of time and expertise needed to identify trees.
The app identifies the type of the tree by first obtaining the user’s location, and then filtering out trees that
do not grow in that area. Through image recognition technology, the app uses photos of the leaf pattern,
bark pattern, and shape of the tree to identify the species.
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Communicating the importance of each tree and connecting with them

Figure 17. Pages showing information about the tree

Once the app has identified the tree, it provides the user with all the information about that the tree that is
available in the app’s database. The information about the tree will help the user realize that each tree
has a story to tell, and will help them create a personal connection with the tree. The app provides a story
for the tree such as the age of the tree in tree-years, tree’s height, location, history, and the number of
users who have visited that tree. Users can also add comments about the tree that will be visible to all the
other users.

Figure 18. Page that shows adding information about the tree
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TrēFolio works to build a community. Each user who uses the app plays a role in the community. The
user can add, edit, or just read the information. Each information posted is verified by the community. If
the information posted is from a valid third party source, then the app will mark it as “verified”. For
instance, information from Wikipedia will be marked as verified because of the strict standards maintained
by Wikipedia’s volunteer editors.

Figure 19. Pages that shows information about the tree species
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The app not only provides information about that specific tree but also provides general information about
the species of that tree. Each species of the tree has its own value. The app provides information about
the tree’s species type, history, average height and spread, benefits, appearance, location range, origin,
and habitat. This information can be obtained from third-party sources—like the Arbor Day Association—
once the app finds the species name.

By drawing on ideas from advertising, the app builds a story for each tree by providing interesting
information about each tree. The advertising industry uses story telling as a powerful tool to connect with
the audience. Emotional advertising strategies are used everywhere to make the audience act. (P. Kumar
2018). This story we have built helps to build a connection between the user and the tree that they have
visited, thereby achieving our goals.

Engaging users by creating a fun experience

Figure 20. Pages that shows gaming experience

To make the app a fun way to learn about the trees, the concept of birds, seeds and nests was
introduced. Each user is a bird. The user can choose their bird type, like the sparrow, woodpecker, or
finch. The user can also customize the bird to make it more personal. The bird(user) visits each tree and
collect seeds. Whenever the user adds a tree, he/she receives points in the form of seeds. The bird(user)
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can also build a nest and become the protector of that tree by spending seeds and visiting that tree more
than the previous protector. The protector gets to name the tree. When the user has built a certain
number of nests in trees, he/she will be eligible to send a donation to plant a real tree through a thirdparty tree planting organization. Unlike the golden tree concept, this integrates with the user flow.
Choosing a bird as their avatar makes this app more personalized. There is a competitive aspect similar
to Pokémon Go as well. In Pokémon Go, you compete against other users by strengthening your
Pokémon and fighting other users. In Trēfolio, you compete against other users by visiting trees more
often and building nests. Therefore, through this concept, it engages the user by creating a fun
experience in every step of the app.

Motivating the user to identify and learn about more trees through incentives

Figure 21. Pages that shows sending donation

When the user visits each tree, he/she gets points (seeds) as incentive. With this incentive, they can do
lots of things that include becoming the protector of a tree, naming the tree, more importantly, the user
can also send donation to plant a real tree through a third-party tree planting organization. The app,
through the organization, will also let the user know what kind of tree is planted with the donation sent.
This makes the user more responsible for the mission of protecting trees against deforestation. The user
can also share their achievement through social media outlets. Thus, sending the donation and sharing
their achievement will motivate the user to identify more trees.
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Evaluation and Discussion
User testing was conducted to test if the app fulfills all the above-mentioned goals. The user testing was
conducted with students pursuing their master’s degrees, as the target audience are millennials. The
participants were asked to perform two tasks: Identify a tree and find its origin, and send donations to
plant a real tree. I observed the participants performing the given task and asked them about their overall
experience in performing the task.

The participants felt that the app enriched their knowledge by providing information about the tree. They
also thought that the app organized the information in a way that was not overwhelming. However, some
participants said the gaming aspects could be made more interesting to motivate them more. One of the
participants liked the bird concept, but wanted the bird to grow somehow based on the seeds collected.
The look and feel of the app though achieved its goal by being refreshing and friendly. Overall, the
participants felt that the app was fun and interesting by providing all the information in an organized and
engaging way.

Solution Statement
Thus, with Trēfolio it is now easy to identify trees and learn the story about them. This helps communicate
the importance of each tree in the society and creates a connection between the user and the trees. With
this connection made, the user is more aware about the situation and takes the necessary steps to
protect trees against one of the world’s biggest problems, deforestation.

Future directions
Based on user testing, there needs to be even more gaming aspects to motivate users further. Trēfolio
also currently does not integrate with social media when the user identifies a rare tree. This is a possible
future direction to investigate. More attention is also needed on the community building and information
adding aspects.
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Conclusion
Deforestation is one of the world’s biggest problems. This cannot be resolved immediately. But people
should realize the effects of deforestation in the world. They should know the importance of trees. Only
when they know the importance of each tree will they realize that not having these trees will affect the
environment and also affect the lives of both animals and humans.
To make them realize the importance of trees and to protect trees from deforestation, we should create a
connection with the trees. When people are connected with each tree, they will naturally develop a
protective instinct towards the trees they like. You can see this kind of behavior with people and their
pets. This app builds that connection for you by helping you name the tree you like, learning about the
tree, and finally protecting it.
Another great example of connections between people and objects is in advertising. You can see various
examples that create an emotional connection with the audience through storytelling. This is because
when you tell the story of the character, a connection is made with the character. (P. Kumar 2018) A
similar approach is used in this thesis. When you tell the story about each tree, a connection is made
between the tree and the user. This thesis also shows that when you visit the tree more than once, the
connection grows stronger. Thus, every part of the app makes the connection grow stronger between the
user and the tree.
Thus, this thesis shows that this application can create a connection between the user and the tree by
providing the information about each tree such as its name, age, height, history and other interesting
stories. This thesis also shows that when this connection made with the user, they will protect the tree
against deforestation because they will never hurt something they are connected with.
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Source of Imagery
Pictures that are used in the application are from Pexels and Pixabay. These sites are free for
commercial use with no attribution required. Pictures of different trees are primarily used in profile pages
of the application that shows number of visited and protected trees. The sources of the images are listed
below:

https://www.pexels.com/photo/nature-forest-trees-park-38136/
https://pixabay.com/en/tree-fall-fall-colors-fall-leaves-99852/
https://pixabay.com/en/walnut-tree-branches-leaves-3759573/
https://pixabay.com/en/tree-dawn-nature-bucovina-romania-338211/
https://www.pexels.com/photo/nature-sky-clouds-field-9198/
https://www.pexels.com/photo/apple-tree-6035/
https://www.pexels.com/photo/branches-bright-clouds-countryside-218673/
https://www.pexels.com/photo/yellow-leaf-trees-70648/
https://pixabay.com/en/flora-nature-leaf-branch-growth-3217259/
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